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The best-selling authors of It Starts With Food outline
a scientifically based, step-by-step guide to weight
loss that explains how to change one's relationship
with food for better habits, improved digestion and a
stronger immune system. 150,000 first printing.

The Big Book of Paleo Slow Cooking
All you need to make simple, delicious, and naturally
gluten-free meals Slow cookers are lifesavers for busy
cooks. But if you follow a gluten-free diet - due to
celiac disease, gluten intolerance, wheat allergies, or
simply for health reasons - slow cooking can be a
challenge. That's because many recipes don't thicken
properly without flour, noodles, or some other wheatcontaining derivative. Enter: The Everything GlutenFree Slow Cooker Cookbook. Inside, you'll find
delicious gluten-free recipes such as: Pull-Apart
Cinnamon Raisin Biscuits Breakfast Risotto Pineapple
Teriyaki Drumsticks Bacon Corn Chowder Spicy
Vegetarian Chili Chicken Alfredo Pasta Sausage and
Shrimp Jambalaya Curried Coconut Chicken Barbecue
Western Ribs Blueberry Cobbler Right-Side-Up
Pineapple Cake Complete with an array of gluten-free
options, specialized slow-cooking tips, and advice on
eliminating wheat derivatives, this fun and fresh
cookbook has everything you need to create healthy,
delicious meals - without spending all day in the
kitchen!

Paleo Slow Cooker
This New York Times bestselling cookbook from
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Danielle Walker presents 125 recipes for grain-free,
dairy-free, and gluten-free comfort food dishes for
holidays and special occasions. NAMED ONE OF THE
FIVE BEST GLUTEN-FREE COOKBOOKS OF ALL TIME BY
MINDBODYGREEN When people adopt a new diet for
health or personal reasons, they worry most about the
parties, holidays, and events with strong food
traditions, fearing their fond memories will be lost
along with the newly eliminated food groups. After
suffering for years with a debilitating autoimmune
disease and missing many of these special occasions
herself, Danielle Walker has revived the joy that
cooking for holidays can bring in Danielle Walker's
Against All Grain Celebrations, a collection of recipes
and menus for twelve special occasions throughout
the year. Featuring a variety of birthday cakes, finger
foods to serve at a baby or bridal shower, and recreations of backyard barbecue standards like peach
cobbler and corn bread, Danielle includes all of the
classics. There’s a full Thanksgiving spread—complete
with turkey and stuffing, creamy green bean
casserole, and pies—and menus for Christmas dinner;
a New Year's Eve cocktail party and Easter brunch are
covered, along with suggestions for beverages and
cocktails and the all-important desserts. Recipes can
be mixed and matched among the various occasions,
and many of the dishes are simple enough for
everyday cooking. Stunning full-color photographs of
every dish make browsing the pages as delightful as
cooking the recipes, and beautiful party images
provide approachable and creative entertaining ideas.
Making recipes using unfamiliar ingredients can cause
anxiety, and while trying a new menu on a regular
weeknight leaves some room for error, the meal
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simply cannot fail when you have a table full of guests
celebrating a special occasion. Danielle has
transformed her most cherished family traditions into
trustworthy recipes you can feel confident serving,
whether you’re hosting a special guest with food
allergies, or cooking for a crowd of regular graineaters.

The Defined Dish
Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut
cookbook from the wildly popular blog, Skinnytaste.
Gina Homolka is America’s most trusted home cook
when it comes to easy, flavorful recipes that are
miraculously low-calorie and made from all-natural,
easy-to-find ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the
number one go-to site for slimmed down recipes that
you’d swear are anything but. It only takes one look
to see why people go crazy for Gina’s food: cheesy,
creamy Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and Broccoli
with only 420 calories per serving, breakfast dishes
like Make-Ahead Western Omelet "Muffins" that truly
fill you up until lunchtime, and sweets such as Double
Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies that are low in sugar
and butter-free but still totally indulgent. The
Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing recipes:
125 all-new dishes and 25 must-have favorites. As a
busy mother of two, Gina started Skinnytaste when
she wanted to lose a few pounds herself. She turned
to Weight Watchers for help and liked the program
but struggled to find enough tempting recipes to help
her stay on track. Instead, she started “skinny-fying”
her favorite meals so that she could eat happily while
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losing weight. With 100 stunning photographs and
detailed nutritional information for every recipe, The
Skinnytaste Cookbook is an incredible resource of
fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that every home cook will
love.

Clean Paleo Family Cookbook
The popular paleo diet involves eating more leafy
greens, fruits, meats, and fish, while eschewing
processed foods and dairy. Sounds healthy, right? And
strict! Popular blogger Irena Macri follows the diet 80
percent of the time, allowing room for the occasional
dessert or drink. The result? She looks and feels
great, but not deprived. More than 100 recipes,
beautiful photographs of colorful creative dishes, and
can-do messages from Irena make Eat, Drink, Paleo
Cookbook a book that appeals to cooks who want to
embrace a healthier diet . . . most of the time.

The Paleo Slow Cooker Cookbook
Finally--a real-life plan for eating and thinking healthy.
Nutrition and fitness coach Taylor Kiser's Eat the
Cookie is your invitation to give yourself the grace to
be both a masterpiece and a work in progress. From
diets to detoxes to fitness plans, there's no shortage
when it comes to plans for perfection. But what
happens when our quest for health and perfection
leads to fear, insecurity, and over-control? Written
with her characteristic straight talk and humor, Taylor
Kiser draws insights from her own journey to help you
find freedom from the impossible quest of perfection.
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Whether you struggle with body image, eating
disorders, unhealthy habits, or the never-ending
comparison game, Eat the Cookie provides an easy-tofollow roadmap to spiritual and physical health. Each
chapter delivers God's truth to help you redefine your
identity in healthy ways, embrace progress over
perfection, and use practical tools--such as neverbefore-published recipes and fitness plans--to love
and care for the body God gave you. Taylor
understands the pendulum swings we experience with
our weight and self-perception. She knows what it's
like to let fear of falling short turn into a belief that
you're not worthy, and this belief turned into
destructive habits that controlled her life for far too
long. Now a certified nutrition and fitness coach,
Taylor enjoys eating a cookie now and then, even as
she enjoys discovering recipes and habits that give
her renewed physical energy and health. In Eat the
Cookie, you'll learn the secrets of balance that can
help us all live health-conscious without being calorieobsessed.

Nom Nom Paleo
The Specific Carbohydrate Diet (SCD) has been hailed
as the gold standard of dietary treatment plans for
people suffering from autoimmune and digestive
disorders. Its core focus is on eliminating nonessential carbohydrates known to cause
inflammation, including grains, starchy tubers, and
milk products high in lactose. The SCD can put you on
the road to recovery from many debilitating
symptoms caused by celiac disease, ulcerative colitis,
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Crohn's disease, diverticulitis, and more. However, all
too often people are deterred from trying it because
they perceive it to be too restrictive or difficult.
Carmen Sturdy is here to prove that it is anything but!
In her new cookbook, Every Last Bite: A Deliciously
Clean Approach to the Specific Carbohydrate Diet
Carmen shows how to prepare delicious, quick, easy,
and above all satisfying meals that will please every
palate. Each recipe is SCD compliant and promises all
the taste and comfort of the familiar foods that you
and your family have come to cherish. While Every
Last Bite is rooted in the principals of the Specific
Carbohydrate Diet, it goes beyond by offering
modifications and substitutions to meet an array of
dietary plans, including Keto, Paleo, AIP, and more!
Every Last Bite features over 150 recipes that are
grain-free, dairy-free and allergen-friendly. Also
included: handy cooking tips, a guide to entertaining,
and Carmen’s experience-based tips for keeping your
health on track. Sample recipes include: -Wonton
Soup -Kung Pao Chicken -Cacio e Pepe -The Ultimate
Beef Lasagna -Creamy Spring Risotto -Cherry Trifle
-Enchiladas -BLT Breakfast Sandwiches With Carmen
by your side in the kitchen, you can confidently serve
incredible meals that everyone at the table will enjoy,
eliminating the need to cook multiple meals at
once—giving you more time to embrace life!

The Whole30 Slow Cooker
A groundbreaking approach to wellness that will help
you cut through the clutter and find the small shifts
that create huge changes in your life, from the host of
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the podcast The Feel Good Effect “An absolutely fresh
and insightful guide . . . If you’re looking to create
more calm, clarity, and joy, this book is for
you.”—Shauna Shapiro, Ph.D., author of Good
Morning I Love You What if wellness isn’t about
achieving another set of impossible standards, but
about finding what works—for you? Radically simple
and ridiculously doable, The Feel Good Effect helps
you redefine wellness, on your own terms. Drawing
from cutting-edge science on mindfulness, habit, and
behavior change, podcast host Robyn Conley Downs
offers a collection of small mindset shifts that allow
for more calm, clarity, and joy in everyday life,
embracing the idea that “gentle is the new perfect”
when it comes to sustainable wellness. She then leads
you through an easy set of customizable habits for
happiness and health in mind, body, and soul,
allowing you to counteract stress and prevent
burnout. Instead of trying to get more done, The Feel
Good Effect offers a refreshingly sane approach that
will allow you to identify and focus on the elements
that actually move the needle in your life right now.
Less striving. More ease. It’s time to feel good.

Fix-It and Forget-It Healthy Slow Cooker
Cookbook
In today's fast-paced world, the family dinner can
easily get swallowed up by work, errands, and kids'
activities. But sitting down to a healthy home-cooked
meal doesn't have to be a thing of the past. In Make
Ahead Paleo, Tammy Credicott shows you how to eat
well at home and on the run, without sacrificing flavor
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or good nutrition. Tammy offers up more than 100
flavorful recipes that are ready when you are,
wherever you are, each one beautifully illustrated
with a photo that will inspire you to start shopping
and chopping: dishes such as Garlic Topped Flank
Steak Roulade, Apricot Orange Pork Chops, Mushroom
Meatballs, Apple Cider Chicken Thighs, Paleo English
Muffins, Chocolate Chip Tahini Blondies with Toasted
Coconut, and even Pumpkin Cardamom Pancakes.
You'll be amazed at how easily, economically, and
efficiently you can feed your family grain- and glutenfree meals using fresh, natural, whole-food
ingredients. In Make Ahead Paleo, you'll find: Recipes
and tips for whipping up freezable meals Inventory
sheets to help you keep track of your frozen creations
Delicious timesaving recipes for your slow cooker A
busy work-week menu with full grocery list Recipes to
take on the road One-pan meals you can make in your
hotel room Sweet indulgences that freeze and travel
well Make Ahead Paleo is the perfect guide for cooks
who don't have all day to slave over a hot stove but
still want their meals to taste as if they did. Wherever
your hectic life takes you, make it nutritious, make it
flavorful, and make it ahead!

Make-Ahead Paleo
Satisfying Paleo Meals without the Effort Feed your
family wholesome meals that are a cinch to prepare
with these downright delicious Paleo masterpieces.
Layered with flavor and packed with a nutritious
punch, these slow cooker meals make following the
Paleo diet simple and convenient. Updated versions of
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already familiar meals smooth the transition to Paleo
cooking and eating, and options for making meals
vegetarian, low carb and AIP-friendly mean that
everybody can enjoy tantalizing Paleo favorites,
regardless of dietary restrictions. Even the busiest
home cooks can simply toss a few ingredients in the
slow cooker at the start of the day to create fuss-free
Paleo-friendly dinners, including: Simmerin’ Hawaiian
Fajitas Better-for-You Beef Bourguignon Italian
Harvest Chicken Soup Coconut-Lime–Poached Halibut
Tenderloin Cacciatore Butternut-Bacon Bisque with
Shrimp Cherry Chuck Roast Smoky Chorizo Chicken
Slow-Herbed Salmon Featuring a foreword by Paleo
pro Mark Sisson, this authoritative collection makes it
easier than ever for you to fuel your body with tasty
dishes all day long.

The Gluten-Free Slow Cooker
Cook Once, Eat All Week is a revolutionary way to get
a delicious, healthy, and affordable dinner on the
table FAST. Author Cassy Joy Garcia will walk you
through this tried-and-true method and show you how
batch-cooking a few basic components can give you
an entire week’s worth of dinners with minimal time
and effort. Have you ever tried a meal prep plan
before and gotten so excited about having your
cooking for the week done ahead of time, only to find
yourself totally exhausted after a full day in the
kitchen, shocked by your grocery bill, and tired of the
same leftovers by Tuesday? Cassy Joy Garcia had
been there, too. As a mom, business owner, and
Nutrition Consultant, she needed to get a healthy,
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affordable, and tasty dinner on the table fast every
night, and she knew there had to be a better way to
do it. She finally cracked the code when she
discovered that by batch-cooking a protein, starch,
and vegetable each week she could easily assemble
three fresh, diverse meals in minimal time. After
years of her readers asking her for better meal prep
strategies and easy recipes, she released 4 weeks of
recipes on her blog, Fed and Fit. Since then, tens of
thousands of people have made and raved about the
series and begged for more! In this book you’ll find 26
weeks of affordable, healthy, delicious meals that
your family will love eating, and a chapter full of
bonus 20-minute meals. Optional Instant Pot and slow
cooker instructions are included to get you even more
time back in your week. With a Real Food foundation,
the weeks in this book aim to support dietary
approaches that range from: gluten-free, dairy-free,
Paleo, low carb, egg-free, kid-friendly and more.
Three simple ingredients like shredded pork,
potatoes, and cabbage are turned into these three
easy to assemble meals: Honey Mustard Pork Sheet
Pan Dinner Enchiladas Verde Casserole Sloppy Joe
Stuffed Potatoes This book is a must-have for anyone
looking for a REAL solution to help them eat
healthfully while also saving time and money and
loving what they are eating.

The Everything Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free
Cookbook
If you’ve been looking for an easy way to cook soups
and stews that are grain free and gluten free, then
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Amelia Simons cookbook is for you! While a Paleolithic
diet has been shown to be very effective low carb way
of losing weight, making time for cooking can be a
challenge. That’s why with Paleo Slow Cooker Soups
and Stews you will find easy, make-it-and-leave-it;
slow cooker recipes that will satisfy your hungry
family while making your kitchen smell divine in the
process. This gluten-free soup and stew cookbook
contains 40 nutritious recipes that are broken down in
simple step-by-step instructions. Each recipe will
make enough to feed 6 or more people, or provide a
smaller family with yummy leftovers. Aside from a
wide variety of recipes, the book also includes tips for
making quick breads in your crock pot, as well as
converting your favorite soups and stews into slow
cooker recipes. Don’t miss out on this cookbook full of
healthy and delicious slow cooker recipes. Skyhorse
Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade
imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
cookbooks, including books on juicing, grilling, baking,
frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers,
and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with
books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan
cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes
French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and
German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on
jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter,
meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
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101 Paleo Slow Cooker Recipes
Keto Slow Cooker & One-Pot Meals packs 100 high-fat,
low-carb keto recipes! Enjoy quick, tasty dinners as
you get healthy, lose weight, and control your blood
sugar. Slow cooker and one-pot meals are the
ultimate convenience food. Just fix it and forget it,
then enjoy a nourishing meal when everyone gets
home. Unfortunately, most slow cooker and one-pot
recipes depend on processed, high-carbohydrate
ingredients like noodles, potatoes, and other highglycemic ingredients which aren’t allowed on the
ketogenic diet. Now you can combine the
convenience of slow cooker and one pot recipes with
your ketogenic lifestyle! Keto Slow Cooker & One-Pot
Meals allows you to enjoy your slow cooker again
without sacrificing your keto diet. This unique
cookbook is filled with 100 keto recipes for everything
from satisfying soups to quick skillet meals and
savory stews. Just a few of the simply delicious
recipes: Ratatouille Soup Pumpkin & Chorizo Meatball
Soup Pork Lo Mein Italian Sausage Frittata Broccoli &
Mushroom Alfredo Casserole Stuffed Cabbage Rolls
with Spicy Hollandaise Spiced Chocolate & Coconut
Cake Macadamia Chai Cake With Keto Slow Cooker &
One-Pot Meals, you'll always be able to get a healthy
ketogenic meal on the table without the fuss.

Eat Drink Paleo Cookbook
A New York Times Bestseller! Since 2009, millions of
people have transformed their lives with the Whole30.
Now, co-creator Melissa Hartwig is making it even
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easier to achieve Whole30 success with delicious slow
cooker recipes that turn ingredients into delicious,
hearty meals while you’re out and about. This followup to the best-selling The Whole30 Cookbook is
packed with 150 recipes designed to get you out of
the kitchen fast, so you can enjoy all the benefits of
your Whole30-inspired lifestyle. The Whole30 Slow
Cooker features delicious, no-fuss dinners that cook
while you work; roasts that transform into tacos,
salads, and soups, for easy meals throughout the
week; and satisfying one-pot meals that make prep
and cleanup a breeze. These creative meals use
whole-food ingredients found in any supermarket, and
as an added bonus, feature recipes and directions for
making your meals Instant Pot-friendly!

Paleo Slow Cooker: 70 Top Gluten Free &
Healthy Family Recipes for the Busy
Mom & Dad
Stick to your gluten-free diet while still enjoying
hearty, home-cooked meals with The Gluten-Free
Slow Cooker. Busy families know how challenging it is
to create delicious dinners that everyone in your
family will and can enjoy night after night. If you live
in a gluten-free household, you may think it's
downright impossible. But with the help of a slow
cooker and these easy recipes, things are about to
change for the better. The Gluten-Free Slow Cooker
makes mealtime quick and easy. With a little prep the
night before or morning of, you can come home to
tasty meals that have spent hours cooking while you
were out taking care of the rest of your life! Busy
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mom and gluten-free recipe developer Hope
Comerford provides you with more than 100 recipes,
including Slow Cooker Frittata with Tomatoes Avocado
and Cilantro and Korean Inspired BBQ Shredded Pork.
You'll find meal ideas for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
even dessert. All with minimal prep but tons of flavor!
Stick to your gluten-free diet while still enjoying
hearty, home-cooked meals with The Gluten-Free
Slow Cooker.

The Everything Gluten-Free Slow Cooker
Cookbook
Danielle Walker's Eat What You Love
Clean Paleo Family Cookbook includes 100 healthy
Paleo-inspired recipes that your whole family will love.
Perfect for your whole food Paleo elimination diet, or if
you want keto modifications for your clean Paleo diet,
every recipe is completely free of grains, gluten,
legumes, dairy, soy, and artificial ingredients. Written
by Ashley McCrary of the beloved blog Healthy Little
Peach, Clean Paleo Family Cookbook was created to
support you in cooking and serving your family high
quality, healthy meals that will keep them all wanting
more. Whole food cooking does not have to be boring
or tasteless. These flavorful, craveable recipes all
meet squeaky clean Paleo guidelines. Enjoy
scrumptious dishes like: Zucchini & Onion Fritters
â??Chili-Lime Deviled Eggs BLT Eggs Benny over
Crispy Tostones Pineapple-Mango Chia Seed Pudding
Creamy Broccoli Salad with Apple Cajun Parsnip Fries
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with Fry Sauce Sheet Pan Steak Fajitas Grilled Pork
Chops with Peach Vinaigrette Basil Pesto Chicken
Power Bowls Tuscan Shrimp Hawaiian BBQ Chicken
Wraps with Ranch Coleslaw Tuna Cakes with LemonDill Aioli Creamy Mushroom & Bacon Chicken Thighs
Chocolate Chip Muffins Cinnamon Bun Energy Bites
Peach Crisp Frozen Pineapple Whip Nourish and
delight your family with these clean and delicious
recipes.

The Paleo Slow Cooker Bible
The Skinnytaste Cookbook
Offers recipes for a paleo diet, including Spanish
frittata with chorizo, Korean beef noodle bowls, and
lemon vanilla bean macaroons.

Keto Slow Cooker & One-Pot Meals
Keep your diet simple, healthy, and delicious with The
Big Book of Paleo Slow Cooking, the slow cooker
recipe book for anyone following the paleo diet. Wellrespected and widely read paleo blogger, Natalie
Perry, is here to show you the best main courses she
has to offer with The Big Book of Paleo Slow Cooking.
She doesn't stop there, though. You'll also enjoy filling
and simple breakfasts, tasty lunches, invigorating
snacks, and sweets and desserts to tie everything
together. All paleo-friendly, and all easily prepared in
your trusty slow cooker. Don't spend every night
preparing dinners for you and your family when the
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time tested slow cooker solution is available. With
beautiful photography and step-by-step instructions,
Perry shows you how to flawlessly make more than
200 recipes that fit the paleo diet. Don't wait to try
out exquisite dishes like Lemon-Garlic Wings with
Cracked Pepper Sauce, Butternut Squash and Apple
Soup, Thai Green Curry with Lobster, Zucchini
"Flatbread", and Nut-Free Fudgy Brownie Cake! The
recipes are creative and incorporate global flavors
with roots in Asian, Latin, and Middle Eastern cuisines,
many of which have never before appeared in print.

The Paleo Slow Cooker
Incredible Paleo Meals Don’t Have to Be a Labor of
Love Amanda Torres, author of Latin American Paleo
Cooking and founder of The Curious Coconut,
simplifies the Paleo diet with these quick and
delicious gluten- and dairy-free recipes. This
mouthwatering collection will help you conquer Paleo
cooking any day of the week. Her recipes focus on
what Paleo should be—a variety of colorful vegetables
and fresh meats. No finicky or extravagant Paleo-ified
replacement meals, no hard-to-find specialty
ingredients, no special occasion treat recipes—just
the backbone of a healthy, wholesome, nutrientdense diet. This book teaches you how to cook a ton
of commonly available vegetables in a way that you
and your family will actually want to eat (and ask for
seconds). Amanda’s cooking isn’t “good for being
Paleo,” it’s good food, period. Helpful charts also pair
side dishes with mains that have similar cooking
times and preparation methods, so you can batch
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cook and make a whole meal, all at once, using only
your stove—no other appliances needed. Making
healthy, tasty meals just got a whole lot easier (and
faster) thanks to this much-needed guide to simple
and vibrant Paleo cooking.

Every Last Bite
The Paleo Slow Cooker is Whole30 recommended and
approved. Note: This is a revised and updated
edition.The Paleodiet has been the latest health
movement, taking the low carb diet a step further by
eliminating grains and legumes and eating only lean,
grass-fed meat. In short they consume only what was
available to ancient humans or cavemen. The theory
says that by eating what human bodies were
designed to eat, people will be healthier, have fewer
illnesses and lose weight. In many cases, Paleo diet
consumers are also fueling their P90X or Cross Fit
exercise routines, the two most popular fitness
regimes in the country. The health benefits have been
supported by major studies. This is a popular trend
much like the low carb diet. It is combined with the
great bookselling topic of slow cooking. While the
cavemen didn't have slow cookers, they certainly
used slow cooking techniques over fires which make
the meals in this book one step closer to the origins
and theory behind the diet. The delicious dishes are
as homey as they are healthy€”and ready when you
are.

Cook Once, Eat All Week
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Practical Paleo
300 gluten- and dairy-free recipes from popular food
blogger Audrey Roberts to reset your eating habits to
live a healthier life. Millions of people now suffer from
celiac disease and food sensitivity. But switching to a
diet without gluten or dairy not only benefits those
with gluten sensitivity or lactose intolerance, but
benefits anyone who needs more energy, wants to
lose weight, or simply craves a much healthier
lifestyle. And now cooking without them is simple!
You no longer need to give up the foods you love
because with easy substitutions, some creative
cooking, and the recipes in this book, you will still
enjoy all your favorite foods. The Everything GlutenFree & Dairy-Free Cookbook includes 300 gluten- and
dairy-free recipes that your whole family will
enjoy—from eggs benedict casserole to coconut
cream pie. These easy and delicious recipes make it
painless to start living a healthier life and feel better.
Audrey Roberts, founder of the popular food blog
Mama Knows Gluten Free, teaches you how to make
the most satisfying recipes from breakfast to dinner
and snacks in between meals. The Everything GlutenFree & Dairy-Free Cookbook makes it easy to meet
your family’s dietary needs while keeping them happy
and healthy.

Fast & Flavorful Paleo Cooking
A New York Times cookbook best-seller. Nom Nom
Paleo is a visual feast, crackling with humor and
packed with stunningly photographed step-by-step
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recipes free of gluten, soy, and added sugar.
Designed to inspire the whole family to chow down on
healthy, home-cooked meals, this cookbook compiles
over 100 foolproof paleo recipes that demonstrate
how fun and flavorful cooking with wholesome
ingredients can be. And did we mention the cartoons?
Nom Nom Paleo kicks off with a fresh introduction to
Paleo eating, taking readers on a guided tour of
author Michelle Tam's real-food strategies for stocking
the kitchen, saving time, and maximizing flavors while
maintaining a Paleo lifestyle. Also, sprinkled
throughout the book are enlightening features on
feeding kids, packing nutritious lunches, boosting
umami, and much more. But the heart of this book
are Michelle's award-winning primal Paleo recipes, 50
percent of which are brand-new --- even to diehard
fans who own her bestselling iPad cookbook app.
Readers can start by marrying their favorite
ingredients with building blocks like Sriracha
Mayonnaise, Louisiana Remoulade, and the infamous
Magic Mushroom Powder. These basic recipes lay the
foundation for many of the fabulous delights in the
rest of the book including Eggplant "Ricotta" Stacks,
Crab Louie, and Devils on Horseback. There's
something for everyone in this cookbook, from small
bites like Apple Chips and Kabalagala (Ugandan
plantain fritters) to family-sized platters of Coconut
Pineapple "Rice" and Siu Yoke (crispy roast pork
belly). Crave exotic spices? You won't be able to resist
the fragrant aromas of Fast Pho or Mulligatawny Soup.
In the mood for down-home comforts? Make some
Yankee Pot Roast or Chicken Nuggets drizzled with
Lemon Honey Sauce. When a quick weeknight meal is
in order, Nom Nom Paleo can show you how to make
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Crispy Smashed Chicken or Whole-Roasted Branzini in
less than 30 minutes. And for a cold treat on a hot
day, nothing beats Paleo-diet-friendly Mocha Popsicles
or a two-minute Strawberry Banana Ice Cream. Eating
healthy doesn't mean sacrificing flavor. This book
gives you "Paleo with personality," and will make you
excited to play in the kitchen again.

Paleo Slow Cooking
Do you want an easy way to cook grain free AND
gluten-free meals? Then Samantha Michaels' latest
cookbook for slow cooker cooking is just what you are
looking for! While a Paleolithic diet has been shown to
be very effective for people wanting to lose weight
and improve their health, spending time in the
kitchen on a daily basis can be difficult. That's why
Paleo Slow Cooker: 70 Top Gluten Free & Healthy
Family Recipes for the Busy Mom & Dad gives you
crockpot recipes to help you find extra time so you
can do other things besides cook. In this gluten-free
cookbook you will: Discover how to cook really tasty
grain free quick breads in your crockpot! . Enjoy
recipes featuring beef, chicken, pork, and seafood.
See how to make delicious side dishes and snacks.
Appreciate the easy-to-follow instructions. So, if you
are striving to eat a gluten-free diet and one that is
grain free as well, then don't miss out on this
cookbook full of terrific slow cooker recipes for the
whole family.

Paleo Slow Cooker: 55 Healthy and
Delicious Gluten-Free Slow Cooker
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Recipes for a Paleo Diet
The Most Comprehensive Paleo Cookbook in Print
Arsy Vartanian and nine other popular Paleo bloggers
have come together to bring you over 900 recipes in
this ultimate, extensive collection to help you stay
gluten- and grain-free. This is the largest compilation
of Paleo recipes in print, and it satisfies every craving
in one convenient volume. Each of the authors
selected 50 to 80 of their favorite recipes from their
blogs and created 10 to 20 original recipes, all
assembled in this one amazing Paleo resource. Inside,
you’ll find recipes for everything Paleo with an
emphasis on flavor as well as convenience. This book
includes a wide selection of easy weeknight dishes,
budget-conscious meals and slow cooker dishes. In
Easy, Fast, Few-Ingredient, the entire chapter (with
almost 80 recipes) is designed to make going Paleo or
staying Paleo as easy as possible. With an
unprecedented variety of dishes to choose from,
you’ll never be at a loss of what to cook!

Paleo Crock Pot Meals: 40 Amazing Low
Carb and Gluten Free
Although eating a paleo diet (no gluten, grains, dairy,
or legumes) has proven to be highly effective in
shedding unwanted weight and improving overall
health, many find preparing and cooking real-food
meals on a daily basis difficult to manage. Let's face
it, prepping and cooking meals, as well as cleaning
multiple pots and pans, can take a lot of time from
your already hectic schedule. Not to mention the
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difficulties in making healthy food taste delicious.
Enter the slow cooker, an easy-to-use devise that
allows you to enjoy a wonderful, home-cooked meal
without slaving for hours in the kitchen. In Paleo Slow
Cooking, Chrissy Gower shows you that cooking real
food using a variety of vegetables, clean cuts of meat,
and healthy fats does not have to be a complicated,
boring, or time-consuming endeavor. In this real-foodmade-easy guide, Gower teaches you how to prepare
full-course paleo/primal entrees, soups, stews,
breakfast dishes, and desserts. To make every meal
more enjoyable, Gower also includes several quick
and easy side dishes to go with your slow cooker
meals. Paleo Slow Cooking is sure to win the hearts of
every time-crunched individual or family that yearns
to eat a healthier diet. Eating paleo has never been so
easy or tasted so good!

The Ultimate Paleo Cookbook
Excite Your Inner Food Lover with the Best Paleo
Recipes Out There Arsy Vartanian, Paleo Foodie and
author of the bestselling cookbook The Paleo Slow
Cooker, is ready to share only the best of the best
Paleo recipes that'll have your mouth watering. Arsy's
delicious and nutritious recipes range from modern
twists on traditional dishes to a wide range of ethnic
influences from both her Armenian background and
her culinary curiosity. With 120 tried-and-true recipes,
The Paleo Foodie Cookbook includes Salmon Ceviche
with Mango and Cucumber, Sun-Dried-Tomato-And
Fennel-Braised Short Ribs and Wine-Braised Duck
Legs, among other culinary delights. Looking for the
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perfect gluten-free and grain-free recipes to keep you
healthy while your family and friends keep asking for
more? Jam-packed with recipes that don't skimp on
nutrition or taste, The Paleo Foodie Cookbook is your
one-stop destination for delicious Paleo fare.

Danielle Walker's Against All Grain
Celebrations
For many who are eating a Paleo style diet, with no
grains, gluten, dairy, or legumes; cooking meals on a
daily basis can be difficult and time consuming. Well,
it just got a little easier with the Paleo Slow Cooker
recipe book. This book will show you how you can
enjoy the phenomenal health benefits associated with
the Paleo diet, and combine it with the convenience of
your slow cooker. The slow cooker and the Paleo diet
are a perfect pairing for modern, busy people who
want to eat right, but don't have the time to prepare
meals. The Paleo style of eating consists of all-natural,
unprocessed, gluten-free, dairy-free foods, chock full
of green leafy vegetables and protein packed meats.
It's the way humans used to eat. The recipe book not
only provides simple and clear instruction and timesaving techniques, but can help save money on
ingredients and meals. It is a recipe collection
appropriate for seasoned and beginning cooks,
housewives, bachelors, and newcomers to the Paleo
and Gluten-free diets. The front section provides a
brief introduction to the slower cooker and the Paleo
diet formula. Let's be real, prepping and cooking
meals, as well as cleaning all the pots and pans, can
take a lot of time from your already hectic life. And
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what about the difficult task of making healthy foods
taste delicious. Enter the slow cooker, an easy-to-use
devise that allows you to enjoy a wonderful, homecooked meal without slaving for hours in the
kitchen.The purpose of using a slow cooker in the first
place is to make cooking easier and more convenient.
The recipes should be simple. Learn how to prepare
full-course Paleo entrees, soups, stews, breakfast
dishes, and desserts. Create classics such as Crockpot
Pot Roast and Garden Fresh Vegetable Soups, as well
as new sensations like Hot and Zesty lemon-Turmeric
chicken or Crockpot Coffee Braised Chile Beef. And for
those of you on a part-time Paleo diet regime wanting
to switch over to full Paleo, the book provides dozens
of tips to make a quick transition over to the Paleo
style. The book also features a handy recipe
conversion guide to make certain all recipes are 100%
Paleo-friendly and gluten-free. The recipes are sure to
help every time-restricted person or family that wants
to start eating healthier. Download "Paleo Slow
Cooker" today and start cooking like a "Slow Cooker
Pro."

The Whole30
Cassy Joy Garcia draws from her years of research
and experience to deliver a roadmap to mastering her
'Four Pillars of True Health'. With over 150 gluten-free
and Paleo-friendly recipes, a 28-day food and fitness
plan, portion guides, program guides and
supplemental online tools, Fed & Fit provides readers
a foundation for lasting success. Joy's recipes were
hand selected to complement each of 'The Four
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Pillars' and include step-by-step instructions, fullcolour photos and personalisation guides to help you
achieve your individual wellness goals.

The 163 Best Paleo Slow Cooker Recipes
Our great-grandmothers didn't need nutrition
lessons—then again, they weren't forced to wade
through aisle after aisle of packaged foods touting
outlandish health claims and confusing marketing
jargon. Over the last few decades, we've forgotten
what "real food" is—and we're left desperately
seeking foods that will truly nourish our bodies. We're
disillusioned with the "conventional wisdom" for good
reason—it's gotten us nowhere. Achieving optimal
health without calorie-counting, diet foods, or feelings
of deprivation has never been easier. Practical Paleo
explains why avoiding both processed foods and
foods marketed as "healthy"—like grains, legumes,
and pasteurized dairy—will improve how you look and
feel and lead to lasting weight loss. Even better—you
may reduce or completely eliminate symptoms
associated with common health disorders! Practical
Paleo is jam-packed with over 120 easy recipes, all
with special notes about common food allergens
including nightshades and FODMAPs. Meal plans are
also included, and are designed specifically to
support: immune health (autoimmune conditions)
blood sugar regulation (diabetes 1 & 2, hypoglycemia)
digestive health (leaky gut, IBS & IBD) multiple
sclerosis, fibromyalgia, and chronic fatigue
syndromethyroid health (hypo and hyper Hashimotos, Graves) heart health (cholesterol & blood
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pressure) neurological health (Parkinson's &
Alzheimer's) cancer recovery fat loss athletic
performance a "squeaky-clean" Paleo approach
Practical Paleo is the resource you'll reach for again
and again, whether you're looking for information on
healthy living, delicious recipes, or easy-tounderstand answers to your questions about how a
Paleo lifestyle can benefit you, your family, and your
friends.

Paleo Slow Cooker: 21 Simple and GlutenFree Paleo Slow
IS HEALTHFUL EATING WEIGHING YOU DOWN?
Sticking to a diet can be difficult, but preparing
healthful and delicious dishes doesn’t need to be. The
Paleo diet just got easier with the help of Paleo Slow
Cooker: 75 Easy, Healthy, and Delicious Gluten-Free
Paleo Slow Cooker Recipes for a Paleo Diet. • 75 Paleofriendly slow cooker recipes offer delicious Paleo
breakfasts, Paleo stews, Paleo breads, Paleo desserts,
and Paleo meat and vegetarian entrees. • Gluten-free
Paleo recipes include slow cooker favorites, such as
Slow Cooker Paleo Pot Roast, Buffalo-Style Shredded
Pork Wraps, Slow Cooker Banana Bread,
Mediterranean Beef Stew, and Sweet Potato and
Chicken-Sausage Hash. • Learn dozens of tips for
Paleo slow cooking and the benefits of living a Paleo
and gluten-free lifestyle. John Chatham, best-selling
author of The Paleo Diet Solution and The Paleo
Cookbook, believes that eating healthfully doesn’t
mean preparing bland, time-consuming meals, which
is why Chatham’s latest series of best-selling
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cookbooks include easy and delicious recipes for
Paleo Bread, Paleo Cookies, Paleo Muffins, and now
Paleo slow cooking. Supplying helpful tips for
successfully living and cooking Paleo and gluten-free,
Paleo Slow Cooker explains the basics of the Paleo
diet, and the benefits and health problems associated
with gluten. Paleo Slow Cooker: 75 Easy, Healthy, and
Delicious Gluten-Free Paleo Slow Cooker Recipes for a
Paleo Diet is a concise guide to embracing the Paleo
lifestyle. Lose weight; decrease your odds of diabetes,
hypertension, heart disease, cancer, and
osteoporosis; and enjoy a delicious diet. Paleo Slow
Cooker offers a tasty and healthful path to living on a
gluten-free, wheat-free Paleo diet.

Slow Cooked Paleo
Paleo Diet And Slow Cooking - A Match Made In
Heaven? Paleo diet is a great way to go for anyone
who wants to stay healthy and thin, as well as keep
their energy levels way up! Slow cooking is an easy,
fabulous way of cooking rich and tasty meals with
almost no effort (just set it and forget it) So, how
about combining the two into a winning combination?
That's EXACTLY what "101 Paleo Slow Cooker
Recipes" is all about! With this book you will have a
huge selection of slow cooker, Paleo compatible
recipes to choose from. Just pick your recipe and go
for it! In the book you will find: - Slow cooker Paleo
breakfasts - Slow cooker Paleo snacks - Slow cooker
Paleo soups and stews - Slow cooker Paleo meat
dishes - Slow cooker Paleo veg dishes - Slow cooker
Paleo deserts and breads So what are you waiting for?
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Grab your copy now and set your first slow cooker
Paleo meal in less that 30 minutes!

Fed & Fit
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Healthy, easy, and
delicious recipes from the Defined Dish blog--fully
endorsed by Whole30 Alex Snodgrass of
TheDefinedDish.com is the third author in the popular
Whole30 Endorsed series. With gluten-free, dairy-free,
and grain-free recipes that sound and look way too
delicious to be healthy, this is a cookbook people can
turn to after completing a Whole30, when they’re
looking to reintroduce healthful ingredients like
tortillas, yogurt, beans, and legumes. Recipes like
Chipotle Chicken Tostadas with Pineapple Salsa or
Black Pepper Chicken are easy enough to prepare
even after a busy day at work. There are no esoteric
ingredients in these recipes, but instead something to
suit every taste, each dish clearly marked if it is
Whole30 compliant, paleo, gluten-free, dairy-free, and
more. Alex includes delicious variations, too, such as
using lettuce wraps instead of taco shells, to ensure
recipes can work for almost any diet. And for anyone
looking to stick to their Whole30 for longer, at least
sixty of the recipes are fully compliant.

Soups & Stews
Beloved food blogger and New York Timesbest-selling
author Danielle Walker is back with 125 recipes for
comforting weeknight meals. This is the food you
want to eat every day, made healthful and delicious
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with Danielle's proven techniques for removing
allergens without sacrificing flavor. As a mother of
three, Danielle knows how to get dinner (and
breakfast and lunch) on the table quickly and easily.
Featuring hearty dishes to start the day, on-the-go
items for lunch, satisfying salads and sides, and
healthy re-creations of comfort food classics like fried
chicken, sloppy Joes, shrimp and grits, chicken pot
pie, and lasagna, plus family-friendly sweets and
treats, this collection of essential, allergy-free recipes
will become the most-used cookbook on your shelf.
With meal plans and grocery lists, dozens of sheetpan suppers and one-pot dishes, and an entire
chapter devoted to make-ahead and freezer-friendly
meals, following a grain-free and paleo diet just got a
little easier.

The Paleo Foodie Cookbook
Here are the best-loved healthy slow cooker recipes
all in one place. Whether your body responds best to
a gluten-free, vegan, paleo, low-fat, or low-sugar diet,
you will find dozens of easy and delicious recipes that
will make dinner a snap. You can trust these recipes
because they are: Collected from some of America’s
best home cooks Tested in real-life settings Carefully
selected from thousands of recipes Everyone wants to
feel like a smart cook, but it’s tricky when you’re
navigating food sensitivities or allergies, different
ages, and different dietary needs. Fix-It and Forget-It
Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook has something for
everyone, with each recipe tagged to indicate if it is:
Gluten-Free Dairy-Free Paleo Diabetic-Friendly LowPage 30/34
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Fat Vegetarian Vegan Indexes in the back list recipes
by healthy category for easy reference. Finally, a
cookbook that makes dinner easy, even for families
with diverse dietary needs!

Eat the Cookie
These days, more and more people are discovering
the health benefits of following a Paleo diet. These
incredibly delicious recipes closely follow Paleo
guidelines and also offer options and substitutions
since people choose to eat Paleo for a variety of
reasons. Whatever your individual requirements,
you'll find the necessary flexibility to get the most out
of the Paleo lifestyle. Convenient and sumptuous slow
cooker recipes that everyone can enjoy will help you
get back to the basics with a nutrient-dense Paleo
diet. Book jacket.

Against All Grain
Are you tired of spending all your time slaving away in
the kitchen trying to whip together delicious paleo
recipes? If so, you need to get out your slow cooker.
Using a slow cooker can save you a whole lot of time
while allowing you to fix tasty, healthy paleo recipes
for the whole family. Whether you are looking for
main dish recipes, easy breakfast ideas or the perfect
paleo desserts, you will find all the best paleo slow
cooker recipes in this paleo slow cooker cookbook.
Along with great paleo slow cooker recipes, you will
also find some great slow cooker tips that you can use
to make the most of your slow cooker, ensuring that
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your recipes turn out wonderfully when you make
them. Recipes included inThe Paleo Slow Cooker
Cookbook: - Paleo Egg and Sweet Potato Breakfast Pie
Slow Cooker Recipe Paleo Bacon and Blueberry Slow Cooker Breakfast Carnitas- Paleo Jamaican Jerk Slow
Cooker Chicken Wings - Paleo Buffalo Slow Cooker Hot
Wings - Paleo Meatballs and Spaghetti Squash Slow
Cooker Recipe - Paleo Asian Inspired Pepper Steak
Slow Cooker Recipe - Paleo Chicken Tikka Masala Slow
Cooker Recipe- Paleo Beef and Garlic Slow Cooker
Stew - Paleo Chicken Enchilada Slow Cooker Stew Paleo Sweet Potato Shepherd's Pie Slow Cooker
Casserole - Paleo Pizza Bowl Slow Cooker Casserole Paleo Apple and Pear Sauce Slow Cooker Recipeand
many more!! Get ready to start using your slow
cooker more than ever while cooking up taste bud
tempting dishes that you will enjoy making
repeatedly. Get your copy of The Paleo Slow Cooker
Cookbook right now.

The Feel Good Effect
Power Your Day with Nutritious, Convenient Meals For
a wholesome, complete meal in just one bowl, look no
further than Nourishing Superfood Bowls. Packed with
superfoods and flavorful combinations of grains,
proteins and vegetables, these casual and comforting
dishes are quick and easy to prepare, and provide
gluten-free, balanced nutrition. Perfect for breakfast,
lunch, dinner or dessert, you can quickly energize
your day from morning to night with fresh, real food
ingredients. Whether you’re looking to clean up your
diet, refuel after a hard workout or follow any type of
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diet, there’s a deliciously convenient bowl for you.
The innovative and restorative recipes are gluten-free
and allergy friendly, with vegan, vegetarian and Paleo
options. Featuring 75 mouthwatering recipes like
Blueberry Coconut Rice Porridge Bowls, Kickin’
Orange Chicken and Broccoli Rice Bowls, Loaded
Sweet Potato Nacho Salad Bowls and Baja Fish Taco
Bowls, there are endless ways to combine your
favorite ingredients for a clever and tasty feast.
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